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BACKGROUND: The world is watching China  
 
The Asia Pacific region is watching China with particular and immediate interest. The interplay 
between China and Asian countries has its own rhythm, intricacies and nuances that media in 
the West fail to capture oftentimes.  
 
That started a conversation in the South China Morning Post (SCMP). On 7th August, 2016, the 
SCMP launched a new editorial product “This Week in Asia” (TWIS) to answer that 
conversation. Positioned as a pullout magazine, this weekly supplementary publication is the 
SCMP’s pathfinder to capturing a large group of readers yearning for an essential weekend 
read of insightful analyses on trending Asian issues.  
 
Format: Tabloid size (size 320m in height x 256 mm in width), pagination around 20 pages in 
woodfree uncoated paper. 



OBJECTIVES: 
 
Headquartered in Hong Kong straddling China and the rest of world, the SCMP is uniquely 
positioned to own the media space that leverages on its geopolitical position governed by the 
political framework “one country two systems”. From this perspective, the SCMP’s China 
expertise can tell definitive stories of China’s interactions with the region.  
 
As one of the most widely-known English newspapers in the region, the SCMP can reach 
beyond its Hong Kong home base, and position itself as a publication that readers depend on.  
 
Audience target regions: East Asia, Southeast Asia, South Asia.  



STRATEGY: The unfulfilled gap 
 
Based on a focus group assessment, the SCMP found: 
  
1. Frequency of weekend reading of SCMP content was low, mainly for consuming main news, 

interest on other content and magazines are low.  
 

2. There was a need for current affairs, deep dive analysis and metrics. They were integrally 
motivated by their desire to advance their professional lives. 

Deep-dive analysis on business and current affairs, a good read for value 



Print: Tabloid size (size 320m in height x 256 mm in width), pagination around 20 pages in 
woodfree uncoated paper.  
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Online: Desktop and mobile 
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This Week in Asia is presented in the following distinct sections:  
1) Cover story, 2) Asia Buzz (The week’s highlights), 3) Briefing (country focused), 4) Opinion, 
5) Business and 6) Society 
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The launch of This Week in Asia, it was supported by a slew of marketing initiatives 
including mobile / online ads, print ads, out-of-home ads. 
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D ` 

Within less than 6 months, TWIS established a growing footprint with a large pool of loyal 
readers looking for intelligent coverage of regional issues especially in relations to China.   

Results 

MORE THAN 

2 MILLION 
UNIQUE USERS 

IN THE FIRST 

5 MONTHS 

118%  
UNIQUE USERS GROWTH 

SINCE LAUNCH 

137%  
PV GROWTH SINCE 

LAUNCH 



D ` 

Editorial team:  
This Week in Asia is run by a 5-member small but seasoned editorial leadership team.  

Results 

Debasish Roy Chowdhury is the Deputy Editor of This Week in Asia. Winner of multiple 
Hong Kong News Awards and the SOPA 2016 Award for Excellence in Explanatory 
Reporting, Debasish has worked and lived in Kolkata, Sao Paulo, Hua Hin, Bangkok, Beijing 
and now Hong Kong 

Zuraidah Ibrahim is Chief News Editor of SCMP and Editor of This Week in Asia, out every 
Sunday with the main paper and available online on weekends. Before moving to Hong 
Kong, she was Deputy Editor of The Straits Times, Singapore’s largest English newspaper, 
where she supervised its local, political and economics coverage. She is also a co-author of 
the best-selling book Lee Kuan Yew: Hard Truths to Keep Singapore Going.  



D ` 

This Week in Asia became the platform of choice by renowned columnists who are 
significant traffic drivers in pageviews. It secured an array of contributors and stringers for 
news and analysis. For example:  

Results 

Rana Mitter – Director of the University China Centre at the University of Oxford 
and author of A Bitter Revolution: China’s Struggle with the Modern World and 
China’s War with Japan, 1937-45: The Struggle for Survival  

Shashi Tharoor – former communications head of the UN and current member of 
Parliament in India 



D ` 

Exclusives:  
Though the TWIS team is small, the team has developed exclusives such as:  

Results 

The Indian adviser to Modi’s criticisms of him 

Singaporean rabblerouser Amos Yee seeking asylum in the US 
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